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The ACY acquired three groups of ACF covered
hoppers beginning in July of 1965. The cars would most
likely have been purchased to handle grain shipments
that originated at any number of on-line elevators. In
discussing this with several other ACY modelers, it was
pointed out that in the time period of the purchases, the
ACY was commonly using box cars with grain doors to
ship grain. Covered hoppers had proven to be a quicker,
cheaper, more secure way to ship these products and
the shippers were probably the major drivers in these
aquistions.

They were built with the high brake wheel, full ladder
configuration popular with the first wave of high cubic
volume covered hoppers. The third group of cars built 10
months later were plate “C” cars. This third group of cars
generates questions for ACY modelers as all ORER’s list
these as 4600 cu. ft. plate “B” cars. Examination of all
pictures I have access to in this series are plate “C” cars.
They are all stenciled as such.
The number of ladder rungs and the spacings of the
roof walk supports on the ACY cars are consistent with
4650 cu. ft. cars built at the time and are consistent with
pictures of cars operated by many other railroads of the
era. These cars have low mounted brake wheels and short
side ladders, reflecting new freight car regulations placed
into effect during the intervening 10 months between
production of the ACY 460- 479 and ACY 480- 499 cars.

As well as grain, the very large National Stone
Company in Carey would have used cars like
these to ship lime. A well sealed car would keep a
commodity like lime in much better condition and
allow much quicker, easier loading and unloadinq.
The three groups of cars are as follows:
ACY 440 - 459, 4460 cu ft, ACY 460- 479, 4600
cu. ft., and ACY 480 - 499, 4650 cu. ft. The first two
series are plate “B” cars.
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We need to remove the twobeads of the top chord and
then add the long single side stiffener. Remove the two
beads using a sharp chisel blade and then file the area
smooth. The new side stiffener is made using Plastruct
#90841 - .030 triangular styrene rod. Do these steps in
order as the new side stiffener runs the whole length of
the car and will go over the new weld lines.

No models currently available properly reflect ACY’s
plate “B” cars. However: they can be modeled by some
strenuous kit - bash modifications. The model press has
had three “How -To” articles on the 4600 cu. ft. cars the Sept 1999 issue of RMC shows how to back date an
Accurail 4600 cu. ft. to match the 460 - 479 series cars
Some additional work should be done to more accurately
model the cars.
The Feb 2005 issue of RMC describes modifying an
Intermountain 4650 cu ft car to build a 4460 cu ft car. The
conversion is very difficult, involving the cutting of a 5
scale inch wide piece out of the car body so as to lower
the car to plate “B” height. This modification won’t work
for a 4600 cu ft car as it wouldn’t be the proper length. To
build the 4460 cu. ft. car I believe it would be far easier
to just shorten the Accurail car. By removing 3ft 6 inches
you get the proper length. Construction of a 4460 cu. ft.
car will be detailed in another article. The 2005 article
does however; give some good tips as to the removal of
weld lines on the car body. Both the 4460 and 4600 cars
the ACY had only have two sections of body steel where
the Accurail and Intermountain both have seven.

Above: Side frame - note Accurail car (top) - Athearn
car (bottom) side frame goes to superstructure. This
correct for ACY cars.members.
The 1999 author leaves a few easily modeled body braces
out also. On the end sheets, there are two small diagonal
braces extending from the center “V” braces toward the
side channels ( see below). I used .020 X .020 styrene to
model these.

The last article is really an information item -the July
1997 issue of RMC has prototype drawings of the 4600
cu. ft. car along with some historical data. It has some
good prototype pictures also.
My efforts to build these two cars started with the 4600
cu. ft. high brake wheel cars. The RMC article is pretty
good, but the author decided to stop detailing before he
had a really good model.

A few other small details should be addressed. The small
oval shaped holes on each end need to be filled. The
“roping eyes need to be moved so they line up with the
edge closer to the first hopper bay - not toward the end of
the car as they are cast. I removed the cast on ones and
made new one from .020 styrene.

He moved the brake wheel to the high mounted position,
but did not remove the cast on cross over walkways. This
needs to be done to make the car properly.
Carefully sanding this casting off leaving just a square
cross member gives a more accurate car. The Accurail car
which is meant to model prototype production in 1971
also has a different lower side rail. Compare the Accurail
car to the Athearn 5250 cu. ft. ACF covered hopper, and
you see the side channel needs to go all the way to the
end superstructure. I filled this area with small plugs of
styrene glued in place and then sculpted to match the
profile of the side frame. The author doesn’t go into
removing the cast on weld lines that indicate the side
sheet construction. While the Accurail car is correct for
1971 construction, they are incorrect for the ACY cars.
After removing them, follow the practice of the author
of the Feb 2005 article and scribe lines into the car body.
The .006 brass wire he recommends does an excellent job
of giving a raised weld seam.

Above: End sheets - Left - standard Accurail, center standard Athearn right - modified Accurail.
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The biggest removal area is the cast on roof walk. This
really needs to be removed to build even a semi-passable
car. The walk way really comes off quite easily. I just
used small side cutters and cut at each side of each
walk way support. The walk way is not molded to the
shell, so it just pops off. You now have to remove the
supports, as there aren’t enough of them, and they are all
in the wrong spots. This is again due to the Accurail car
being a 1971 car. The 1971 production cars only have
9 supports. The earlier production cars, both the 4600
and 4460 cu. ft. cars had 13. File the whole area smooth.
The top end walk ways are a little more difficult, and
need to be treated with care. They ARE molded to the
end superstructure, and we need to keep that intact. I
carefully removed these with a Dremel tool with a cutter
tool. After getting most of the walk way removed, it is
time to hand file. Shape the car to match the curvature
of the casting. The plastic under the end platform will
become very thin, so don’t just keep filing. You will
want to square up the top bar of the superstructure, as it
is the mounting surface of the new walk way.
The 1999 author didn’t have the luxury of using Plano’s
kit number #11092, (it evidently came out later) as he
calls for the use of Plano # 111 . As he points out, it
is designed for Athearn’s ACF car, and has various
problems associated with its use here. The #11092 is
made for the Accurail 4600 cu. ft. car, so it is a piece
of cake (yeah -right). The #11092 kit comes with only
wide walk way supports - no narrow ones. Being an old
person, I remembered reading about people using office
staples for various modeling details and son-of-gun they
worked great. Swingline #35108 staples give a nice
strong support that looks great as a narrow support next
to the kits wide brass ones. The #11092 comes with a
cardboard template to help you locate the supports, but
it is set up to again do the 1971 type car, so you need to
modify it.
The 1997 article helps you do this. The roof walks
supports are beautifully spaced out for you. Just mark
your template - punch the holes like the it instructions
show you and you’re good to go. This all sounds easy (
okay , okay ) but take your time and really get everything
lined up. You now get to drill 52 - no. 78 holes in the
body shell. Once the holes are done, you need to start
placing the new supports. The brass kit parts are scored
on the back, so they bend to a nice 90 angle. Place the
first support - it should be a wide brass one. Make sure
it is square and level with the end cross piece of the
superstructure. This needs to be just so, because if it
isn’t, the new walk ways won’t line up properly. I placed
all the wide supports on both sides and then started with
the narrow ones. This let me be sure everything was
flat with the standard pieces before I started adding my
home made staple parts.
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To my amazement this whole deal came out really great
The author of the 1999 article used silicone sealer to
attach his roof walks to their supports. I used Walthers
GOO. I know lots of people don’t like GOO, but if
applied carefully, it does an excellent job. I used just little
dabs and spread it thinly out over just the wide supports.
The next detail removal involves the extra ladders on
the model. The Accurail car is again the 1971 version,
so it has short ladders in many places that our ACY car
has nothing, or what are called - anti-personnel bars (that
term just describes their effect - it makes getting onto the
car difficult - hard to catch a free ride). The high brake
wheel cars have full side and end ladders. The 1997
article comes in handy in showing us how these ladders
and other pieces of equipment are arranged. Comparing
to pictures of ACY cars shows that this drawing is very
accurate for our use.
After removing the short ladders we need to square all
the end posts up. We want to add the anti - personnel bars
to both ends. I use .022 brass wire to model these bars.
I drill a #78 hole through the post first as a guide and
then a #73. The next steps involve the end ladders. Since
I’m going to all this trouble, I want to make these ladders
look better. The heavy cast on grab irons look really over
size so they were replaced with wire ones. I remove only
the castings from one side at a time. This helps keep the
ladder rails a little stiffer for drilling hole to place the
new ladder rungs into. I use Tichy Group grab irons. The
18 and 24 inch sizes in both straight and drop step types
are very useful in building both the 4600 and 4460 cu. ft.
ACY cars. Note: On the high brake wheel 4600 cu. ft. cars
there are 8 ladder rungs - not 7 that the 1971 car comes
with ( the 4460 cu. ft. cars have only 7 ladder rungs).
The end ladders are 24 inches wide and are just straight
grabs, the side ladders are 18 inches wide and have a drop
on one side only. This allows the ladders to be evenly
spaced on both sides. The author of the 1999 article used
angle stock to make his new full length side ladders. This
results in a curve in the ladder to clear the car body. This
is un-prototypical. The ladders lie flat against the car
body. I used .020 x .040 styrene strip (the .040 being the
side to attach the rungs to). This allows the ladder to lie
almost flat - only a small flat spot need be filed into the
car side. I only drilled holes to attach the ladder rungs to
the cars end post casting, as drilling the fairly flimsy .020
ladder stile would be difficult.

A piece of .020 brass wire was used for the brake rod.
The footstand is a piece of brass etching (available in
sheets from Plano). I fabricated new mounting brackets
from .020 styrene sheet. Look at the photos for a better
description.
The underbody piping on these cars is pretty visible, so
I added a train line and a car brake line to the underside
of the car. Again the 1997 article is very helpful here as
it shows a typical routing of these lines. I used .020 wire
for the lines with old Athearn handrail stanchions as the
brackets. I placed them as the drawing shows, and the
stanchions anchor the lines as well. I added wire air hoses
and anchored them with small loops of wire through the
flat area of the car body near the coupler pockets.
If additional information is needed, I will be glad to help.
E-mail me at: griffiswade@yahoo.com
That pretty well finishes things up. I replace the plastic
Accurail wheel sets with Proto 2000 - 36 inch wheels
and Kadee #5’s. For painting I prime the car with Floquil
primer and if everything looks good color coat using
Floquil SP lettering Grey.
Instructions for the 4460 cu ft. and the 4650 cu ft cars
will be coming in later issues of the AC&Y Modeler. The
society is going to have decals for the 4600 and 4460 cu.
ft. cars soon. Additionally, lettering for the 4650 cu ft and
the Pullman - Standard 4427 cu ft covered hoppers will
be available. At the current time only HO lettering will be
available.

The new brake wheel column was made with .040 x .040
styrene strip and set in place. It is set 1 ft. 9 inches from
the ladder upright. I fabricated a new brake use operator
from scrap plastic and used the kits brake wheel.
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Top photo : Standard Accurail car and frame. End sheets - Left - standard Accurail, center - standard Athearn right modified Accurail.

Middle photo: Underbody piping detail. Top car is a 4460 cu ft car. Bottom car is a 4600 cu ft <ar. Note I use screws
to fasten the coupler pocket lids in place. The press fit arrangement that comes with the car can cause probems with
maintenance.

Left: End view of the standard Accurail car with the small ribs
on the top chord and the weld seams removed. Note that the
cast on roof walk has been removed. For the car we are doing,
the cross walk, brake operator and most of the ladders will be
removed also.

